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Executive Summary/Abstract 

In this work, we investigate the integration of a wide variety of data sources especially in the case of data 

scarcity. Namely, we used data from multiple sources (e.g. remote sensing, field observations, and 

hydrologic models) to generate synthetic predictive data for flood applications (Zhang et al. 2016; Seo 

1999). As an example, we have generated thousands of synthetic rain gauge calibrated radar rainfall 

observations (raster images) with the purpose of simulating heavy rainfall events over Southern Louisiana. 

Specifically, we present a generative adversarial network (GAN; Gautam et al. 2020, Radford et al. 2016) 

model capable of generating high-quality synthesized rainfall Images that can be used for augmenting 

existing rainfall radar imagery datasets. Different deep convolutional GAN models were constructed and 

assessed for rainfall data generation in different scenarios based on the amount of participation in the 

training set. The results show robust capabilities of the model to generate new non-existing rainfall images 

which are visually and statistically comparable to the rainfall training dataset. Moreover, the quality of 

the generated images was assessed quantitatively using the Frechet Inception Distance score, (FID), which 

is a metric that calculates the distance between feature vectors calculated for real and generated images. 

Goals and Objectives 

Given the relative spatial scarcity of environmental sensor observations, it is challenging to perform flood 

analysis and prediction at locations where sensors (e.g., rain gauges and stream gauges) are not available. 

Moreover, given the relatively short record of these sensors, an even smaller subset of extreme weather 

events is on record. Thus, we used generative adversarial network (GAN) models to produce synthetic yet 

realistic rainfall data over the entire South Louisiana area. The data can be used for modeling applications 

in order to simulate extreme events needed for engineering design. The data sources used in this study 

are weather radar and rain gauge observations, as well as hydrologic model outputs. 

Differences from Current State of Art 
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Currently, statistical predictive models are used to generate low frequency extreme weather events that 

are needed for engineering design (Wright et al. 2014, Guo et al. 2019). These storms are based on 

historical observations mainly obtained from a sparse network of rain gauges. In our analysis, we rely on 

a combination of spatial and point observations that were collected in near real-time (e.g., radars and rain 

gauges) over our specific study area. This approach is data-driven and utilizes state-of-the-art Deep 

Learning (DL) approaches to solve a significant problem with current solutions that have not been updated 

in decades.  

Methods and Datasets 

Deep generative learning is an artificial intelligence subfield in which models learn to generate unique 

samples based on given data distribution (Gautam et al. 2020, Radford et al. 2016). This is an example of 

unsupervised learning, in which the task is data-driven, and the model receives no human input other 

than the dataset. Standard supervised learning algorithms, for example, consist of Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) image classifiers, which analyze a pre-labeled set of thousands of images to find patterns 

between different annotated labels. Unsupervised generative learning, on the other hand, develops its 

distinct understanding of the dataset.  

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are the primary structure used for unsupervised data generation. 

They consist of generator and discriminator networks, that work against each other in a  game approach, 

with the former learning to generate realistic images capable of fooling the latter, which tries to 

differentiate between real and computer-synthesized images. 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of a typical GAN model structure 
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As shown in figure 1, the generator takes a Z-dimensional (latent/noise) vector as input and feeds it 

through a series of convolutional layers to generate an image while the discriminator takes an image as 

input and runs it through a series of convolutional layers. One sigmoid layer at the end produces a 

probability that indicates whether or not the network's input belongs to the original data distribution. 
 

Experiments: 

 

Experiment No. 1 

The first dataset used in our preliminary experiments consists of 750 rainfall radar images of size 65 pixels 

x 55 pixels stored in .tif format. This dataset is hourly data randomly chosen between over the years of 

record rainfall.  This training set is preprocessed by interpolation to be of the dimensions 360 x 360 in the 

RGB domain and then normalized in the range [-1, 1].  Figure 2 shows the structure of the generator and 

discriminator of the DCGAN used for the first dataset. 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of the generator and discriminator of the DCGAN used for the 
first dataset 
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This DCGAN is implemented in Python using the PyTorch deep learning library. Two samples of the 

generated images (displayed in gray level scale): 

 

Figure 3. Samples of the generated rainfall images of experiment No. 1. 

Experiment No. 2 

The second dataset used in our experiments consists of 3500 rainfall radar images recorded within 

extreme storms stored in 1D numerical matrix format. Each matrix consists of 67 rows and 67 columns. 

This training set is preprocessed by removing nan values and then the 3500 .csv files are converted to the 

.tif format. Then this set is preprocessed by interpolation to be of size 360 x 360 x 1 and then normalized 

in the range [-1, 1].  The structure of the generator and discriminator of the DCGAN used for this second 

dataset is the same as the one in figure 2 except that the input images and the generated images are 

single-channel. Three samples of the generated images (displayed in gray level scale): 

 

Figure 4. Samples of the generated rainfall images of experiment No. 2. 

Experiment No. 3 

The third dataset used in our experiments consists of 2000 rainfall radar images recorded within extreme 

storms stored in a 1D numerical matrix format. Each matrix of 67 rows and 67 columns. This training set 

is preprocessed and then the files are stored into a NumPy array of images. The stored images are clipped 

to have the size 64 x 64 x 1 each.  Then, this set is normalized to have the values in the range [-1, 1].   
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The structure of the generator and discriminator of the DCGAN used for this second dataset is shown in 

figure 5. The input images and the generated images are single-channel. This DCGAN is implemented in 

Python using the Tensorflow deep learning library.  This model is more efficient than the previous ones as 

it is faster to train due to the small input size. Figure 6 shows samples of the generated images  

 

 

Figure 5. The generator and discriminator of the DCGAN used for the third dataset. 
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Figure 6 Samples of the generated rainfall images of experiment No. 3. 

Results 
A sample of newly generated radar files are then converted to .tiff format to be visually assessed and 

compared to the training images as in figure 7. The quality of the generated images was also quantitatively 

assessed using the Frechet Inception Distance score, (FID), which is a metric that calculates the distance 

between feature vectors calculated for real and generated images. The FID metric is the current standard 

metric for assessing the quality of GANs. 

The FID score is calculated by loading a pre-trained Inception v3 model. The output layer of the model is 

removed and the output is taken as the activations from the last pooling layer, a global spatial pooling 

layer. This output layer has 2,048 activations, therefore, each image is predicted as 2,048 activation 

features. This is called the coding vector or feature vector for the image. A 2,048 feature vector is then 

predicted for a collection of real images to provide a reference for how real images are represented. 

Feature vectors can then be calculated for synthetic images. The result will be two collections of 2,048 

feature vectors for real and generated images. The FID score is then calculated using the following 

equation (Heusel et al. 2017): 

𝑑2 = |𝜇𝑟 − 𝜇𝑔|
2
+ 𝑇𝑟(𝐶1 + 𝐶2 − 2(𝐶1𝐶2)

1
2) 

  

https://machinelearningmastery.com/pooling-layers-for-convolutional-neural-networks/
https://machinelearningmastery.com/pooling-layers-for-convolutional-neural-networks/
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Training Images Generated Images 

 

Figure Final subset of training images and generated images from experiment No. 3. 

The “𝜇𝑟” and “𝜇𝑔” refer to the feature-wise mean of the real and generated images, e.g. 2,048 element 

vectors where each element is the mean feature observed across the images. The 𝐶1 and 𝐶2  are 

the covariance matrix for the real and generated feature vectors. Tr refers to the trace linear algebra 

operation. A lower FID indicates better-quality images; conversely, a higher score indicates a lower-quality 

image and the relationship may be linear. 

The calculated value of the FID of our model is 0.025, which proves that our model is capable of generating 

high-quality synthetic rainfall rasters. 

Functionality of Innovation(s) 
The methods of this project can be extended to generate extreme events for other hydrologic parameters 

as well as non-hydrologic spatial variables. By generating other variables contributing to flooding in South 

Louisiana and combining them with the generated extreme rainfall events and feeding them to 

hydrologic/hydrodynamic models will enhance the simulated extreme flood discharges. In addition, this 

approach can be applied to other extreme environmental disasters e.g. wild fires and tropical cyclones.   

Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this project, we were able to generate synthetic extreme rainfall events using a limited temporal record 

of radar and rain gauge observations. The approach integrates the latest state-of-the-art ML methods in 

solving hydrologic modeling problems in a multi-disciplinary fashion. Given the high quality results 

obtained from the above implemented models, we recommend extending the methods executed in this 

project to process additional variety of hydrologic variables (e.g., soil moisture, wind, and temperature) 

during extreme events. By alternating a range of possible extreme conditions of the different variables, 

more complex future condition scenarios can be generated and simulated and used for engineering design 

applications.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covariance_matrix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trace_(linear_algebra)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trace_(linear_algebra)
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Impact and Uses/Benefits 
This project will help CGI with their goal of developing decision support tools and techniques which should 

eventually help decision by simulated possible extreme events that haven’t yet occurred or are not on 

record due to limited spatial observations. In addition, the models developed are capable of integrating 

spatial data observed or simulated from multiple data sources. The AI algorithms and approaches which 

were developed can be easily scaled and applied to other relevant applications. 
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